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Abstract. In this paper, we evaluate the traceability in IP traceback
systems(IP-TBSs) by deployment simulation. In general, the traceability of attack sources or attack paths is expected to improve with the
number of autonomous systems(ASes) participate in such systems. However, since there are various types of AS, such as core AS and leaf AS, the
traceability would be would be affected by the types of network topology
and/or the deployment scenario. Herein, we employ 3 types of emulated
Internet topologies that resemble the inter-AS topology in China, Japan,
and South Korea. We use 4 types of deployment scenarios to estimate
the traceability of attack sources and attack paths. On the basis of the
obtained results, we discuss the deployment scenario in each network
region and demonstrate our scenario used in the field test conducted in
the fiscal year 2009.
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Introduction

Denial of Service(DoS) attacks exhaust the resources of a remote host or network
that are otherwise accessible to legitimate users. According to a report published
by Arbor Networks [1], the attack size in 2008 was 40 Gigabits, which was considerably greater than that in 2001(0.4Gigabits). Flood-based attacks were the
most predominant among all attack vectors. In these cases, the attackers often
used the source IP address spoofing technique. Therefore, it was difficult to identify the actual source of the attack packets using traditional countermeasures.
IP traceback aims to locate attack sources, regardless of the spoofed source
IP addresses. Several IP traceback methods [2–4] have been proposed; especially Source Path Isolation Engine(SPIE) [4] is a feasible solution for tracing
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individual attack packets. However, SPIE requires large-scale deployments for
enhancing traceability. Traceability would decrease to a minimum if there were
only a few routers to support SPIE.
Several researchers have proposed the use of AS-level deployment to facilitate
global deployment of IP traceback systems(IP-TBSs). In this case, it is necessary
to deploy an IP-TBS into each AS instead of implementing the SPIE in each
router. Since the IP-TBS monitors the traffic between the AS border routers
and exchanges information for tracing the issued packets, the traceback client
can identify the source AS of the issued packet.
However, the traceability can be easily affected by the types of network topology and/or the deployment scenario. Gong et al. simulated traceability by using
3 types of artifactual network topologies [5], but their deployment scenario was
the random placement; they selected ASes in a random manner. Castelucio et al.
mentioned that IP-TBS should be deployed along with intent [6]. In their proposed “strategic placement”, IP-TBSs were deployed in order of BGP neighbors.
Hazeyama et al. proposed to emulate the Internet topology [7], that resembles
the current Internet topology observed by CAIDA [8]. Hazeyama et al. also introduced 4 types of deployment scenario and estimated the traceability in the
case of Japanese network topology [9].
Herein, we evaluated the traceability in China, Japan, and South Korea Internet using AS-level deployment. In our simulation, we created 3 types of emulated
network topologies that resemble China, Japan, and South Korea, respectively.
We also prepare 4 types of deployment scenario, namely, deployment in core
ASes, deployment in leaf ASes, deployment in middle-class ASes, and deployment in a random manner.
The simulation results show that the traceability in the case of deployment
into core AS outperforms that in the other 3 scenarios, regardless of the type of
network topology. When the number of AS deploying the IP-TBS is 15, the pair
of packet traceability and path traceability is (86.3%, 69.0%) in the Japanese
network topology, (74.8%, 74.9%) in the Chinese network topology, and (92.6%,
93.4%) in the South Korean network topology. We observe that deployment for
middle-classes is the second highest in almost of all cases, however, the pair of
traceability is (18.5%, 11.6%) in the Japanese network topology, (27.3%, 22.9%)
in the Chinese network topology, and (4.5%, 5.0%) in the South Korean network
topology.
Our results also reveal the characteristics of the network topologies studied
herein. In the Chinese network topology, middle-class and/or leaf AS are often
interconnected. In contrast, many ASes in the South Korean network topology have established BGP peers with a few core AS. The characteristics of the
Japanese network topology is a combination of those of the Chinese and South
Korean network topologies. On the basis of these observations, we discuss the
most suitable deployment scenario in each network region by using our FY 2009
field test scenario as the reference.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we present our related work, and we describe our simulation parameters, and we show our results
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in Section 3. We discussed the applicability of deployment scenario in other network regions, in Section 4. Finally, we summarize our contributions in Section 5.

2
2.1

Related Work
Traceback Methods

Many researchers in the past have focused on IP traceback, the method used
for which can be categorized into 3 types: ICMP traceback, probabilistic packet
marking(PPM), and hash-based traceback.
ICMP traceback was proposed by Bellovin et al. [2], and was discussed in the
IETF working group itrace. In this method, an iTrace router probabilistically
samples an incoming packet with a very low probability (e.g., 1 out of 20,000)
and generates an ICMP traceback message containing its own IP address as
well as the IP address of the previous and next hop routers. Finally the router
forwards the message either to the source or to the destination address. The
disadvantage of ICMP traceback is that it requires a large number of attacker
packets because of the lower probability of generation of ICMP traceback messages. In addition, the ICMP traceback may amplify the attack traffic, and/or
the spoofed ICMP traceback messages can be easily transmitted by the attackers to disturb a traceback process. Hence, the ICMP traceback method has not
been deployed yet.
In PPM [3], a router samples packets with quite low probability, and marks
packets with its identification information as they pass through that router. The
marking value overwrites a rarely used field in the IP header, usually IP identification field. By comparing with ICMP traceback, PPM has an advantage
of that PPM does not amplify the attack traffic. PPM approach needs multiple
packets due to the probabilistic nature, but FIT, proposed by Yarr et al. [10], requires tens of packets to identify an attack path with high probability. Moreover,
there are several researches [11–14] that contributed to improve the scalability
and efficiency of PPM. However, PPM has a critical problem in its approach.
Since PPM-based method repurposes IP identification field, it damages existing
service traffic that relies on IP identification field, e.g., IPsec VPN and video
streaming [15].
Snoeren et al. [4] proposed Source Path Isolation Engine(SPIE), a hash-based
IP traceback architecture wherein every router calculates a hash of an incoming packet and records the hash as a footprint of that the packet is transferred
by the router. When a node is suffered from DoS attacks, the node (victim
node) also calculates a hash from the attack packet, composes a traceback query
including the hash, and sends the query toward the previous hop router. In comparison among ICMP traceback and PPM, SPIE has several advantages of that
(i) it can determine the attack path with single packet, (ii) it can trace without interfering with the current version of IP protocols. Especially, Gong et al.
mentioned [16] that SPIE can appeal to ISPs. In SPIE, the traceback process is
requested by end hosts and accomplished by ISPs who can offer IP traceback as
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a revenue-generating service. Although tracing individual packet requires prohibitive amounts of memory, SPIE attempt to reduce the memory requirement
through the uses of Bloom filters [17]. There are also several researches [18, 19]
that contributed to improve the scalability and efficiency of SPIE.
2.2

Deployment Scenario

Because of the increase in the number of large scale DoS attacks, deployment
of IP-TBSs into a single AS is ineffective for blocking these attacks. Ideally, IPTBSs should be deployed into many ASes, but this process is time-consuming.
Gong et al. introduced the AS-level partial deployment scenario in [5]. They
also simulated the traceback success rate and the average number of queries
issued by SPIE traceback manager(STM). According to their simulation result,
the attackers could not be detected unless at least 40% of ASes deployed IP
traceback. They also found that around 70% deployment made 50% chance of
detecting an attacker. Within their simulation, they used 3 types of network
topologies. The first one was a network topology modified from ANSNET [20],
the second one is a network topology generated by INET [21], the third one is
30 × 30 mesh topology. For each topology, they randomly chosen 10%, 20% ...
100% ASes in the topology to set them to support SPIE, respectively. Notice
that Gong et al. assumed all SPIE-deployed ASes exchange SPIE deployment
information with each other; SPIE-deployed ASes advertise their support for
SPIE in a BGP attribute in the network route advertisement. Hence, each AS
is able to know which ASes deploy SPIE, how many hops (in AS-level) they are
far away, and their respective STMs.
The results obtained by Castelucio et al. [6], the deployment scenario should
be along with intent. They introduced strategic placement, where highly connected ASes have a traceback system deployed first. They used 2 types of topologies generated by Nem [22] with Barabasi-Albert Model [23] and NS-2 [24]
patched by BGP++ [25] simulation module. Their results showed that 75%
of deployed ASes were necessary for discovering 100% of AS-level reverse paths
in the case of strategic placement. On the other hand, to achieve the same results using random placement, a traceback systems should be deployed in almost
100% of the ASes.
Hazeyama et al. also evaluated traceability when InterTrack deploys in ASlevel [9]. Aside from Gongs’ simulation, they assumed that the traceback query
was transferred along with BGP topology; no ITM deployed information were
exchanged and each ITM did not know which ASes deploy ITM. Within their
simulation, they prepared 1 network topology which were designed to emulate
Internet topology in Japan. On designing deployment scenarios, they defined “AS
rank points” which can be calculated from CAIDA datasets [26], and introduced
4 types of scenarios based on AS rank points as follows. The first one was the
deployment in the decreasing order of AS rank points, the second one was the
deployment in the increasing order of AS rank points. The third was also the
deployment in the increasing order of AS rank points, except for leaf ASes,
which were customers of the other ASes and had no peer or provider links. The
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Fig. 1. Procedures of an attack tracking on InterTrack

fourth scenario was deployment in the decreasing order of AS rank points among
academic network and/or campus networks in Japan. Finally, they estimated
the traceability for deployment in each of the above scenarios. According to
Hazeyama’s simulation results, traceability will be over 70% if top 5 ASes in
Japan deploy IP traceback in their networks. In addition, we will explain the
emulated Internet topology in Section 3.2.
However, some issued were left unaddressed in the previous studies. In Gongs’
scenario, there were 3 types of network topologies but only 1 type of deployment
scenario. Castelucio only used artifactual topologies. Conversely, Hazeyama et al.
introduced 4 types of deployment scenario but only 1 type of network topology.
The network topology and deployment scenario are closely related traceability.
In this paper, we prepare 3 types of network topologies and 4 types of deployment
scenarios, and show the simulation results in 12 (= 3 × 4) of the cases.
2.3

InterTrack

In order to facilitate meaningful discussions on the traceback process, we summarize the features of our traceback architecture, InterTrack [27]. InterTrack is
designed for AS-level deployment and is mainly used to reconstruct the reverse
AS path (the true attack path at the AS hop level) and to detect the source
ASes of an attack, if possible. Further, InterTrack can be used to establish interconnections among IP TBSs, detection systems, and prevention systems within
an AS.
The architecture of InterTrack resembles the Internet routing architecture,
because the latter is designed along with the boundaries among operation domains having different operational policies. In a traceback trial, network operators cannot investigate other network domains; the same restriction is also
observed in the BGP/OSPF routing operation. Therefore, the network operators
attempt to detect upstream neighbor AS for further tracking.
In the InterTrack architecture, each AS has a set of InterTrack components.
This set includes Inter-domain Tracking Manager (ITM), Border Tracking Manager (BTM), Domain Traceback Manager (DTM), Decision Point (DP), and
Traceback Client (TC). Fig. 1 shows the overview of InterTrack architecture. A
phased-tracking approach is applied on inter-domain traceback trials through InterTrack. InterTrack separates a traceback trial in four stages along with network
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boundaries; the tracking initiation stage, the border tracking stage, the intra-AS
tracking stage and the inter-AS tracking stage. After accepting a traceback request on the tracking initiation stage, each AS preliminarily investigates its own
status against the mounted attack on the border tracking stage. On the border
tracking stage, an AS judges by InterTrack whether or not the AS is suffered
from an attack, whether or not the AS is forwarding malicious attack packets, or
whether or not the AS is suspected of having attacker nodes on the inside. Triggered by the investigated AS status, InterTrack runs the inter-AS tracking stage
and the intra-AS tracking stage in parallel. Detailed behavior of each component
were described in [28].

3

Simulation of Traceback Deployment

Deployment of the IP-TBS should be considered along with the type of network
topology. Let us assume that network has a star topology and that the IPTBS is deployed in the central node. In this case, all ASes and AS links can
be traced. The Internet topology is more complicated than other artefactual
topology models.
In this section, we evaluate the traceability by deployment simulation. First,
we explain the two classes of traceability used in our simulation. We then introduce 3 types of outfitted Internet topologies, i.e., emulated inter-AS topologies
in China, Japan, and South Korea. We also introduce 4 types of deployment
scenarios and show the simulation results.
3.1

Metrics

In this paper, we employ traceability as a performance metric. There are two
principal classes of traceability: packet traceability and path traceability. Traceability in the first class is that the system can specify the AS number where the
issued IP packet is generated. The second class, path traceability, is that the
system can designate the datalink of the AS border.
To calculate the traceability, we refer to the deployment case of previous
study [9]. In [9], the traceability had been defined in Equation 1, where NS
denotes the number of strict ASes, NL denotes the number of loose ASes, and
N denotes the amount number of ASes in the network topology. A strict AS is
an AS where an IP-TBS is deployed.
Tpacket = (NS + NL )/N

(1)
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Algorithm 1 Region Based Filtering
1: procedure Region Based Filtering
2: load AS RELATIONSHIP DATABASE into ASN LIST
3: load REGIONAL AS RELATIONSHIP DATABASE into REGION LIST
4: input IS REGIONONLY ENABLE
5: for all pairs(asn, neighbor asn, direction) from ASN LIST do
6:
if IS REGIONONLY ENABLE == TRUE then
7:
if REGION LIST(asn) == EXIST AN D REGOIN LIST(neighbor asn) == EXIST then
8:
output asn, neighbor asn, direction
9:
end if
10:
else
11:
if REGION LIST(asn) == EXIST OR REGION LIST(neighbor asn) == EXIST then
12:
output asn, neighbor asn, direction
13:
end if
14:
end if
15: end for

A loose AS is an AS where the IP-TBS is not deployed, however, the neighboring AS of a loose AS is a strict AS. Because of border tracking in InterTrack,
as explained in Section 2.3, Hazeyama et al. recognized that a loose AS can be
traced within the InterTrack architecture.
Further, the path traceability in Equation 2, where LS denotes the number
of strict AS links, LL denotes the number of loose AS links, and L denotes the
amount number of AS links in the network topology.
Tpath = (LS + LL )/L

(2)

In a strict AS link, both peered ASes deploy the IP-TBS. In a loose AS link,
on the other hand, an AS that deploy an IP-TBS is interconnected to another
AS that does not deploy an IP-TBS.
For better clarify, we use with several network topologies as shown in Fig. 2
for our explanation. Imagine if AS 1 deployed IP-TBS. The number of strict
ASes is 1 (AS1) and that of loose ASes is also 1 (AS2). Due to the amount
number of ASes in Fig. 2 is 4, hence Tpacket = 50%. The number of strict ASes
link is 0 and the number of loose ASes is 1 (AS1-AS2), the amount number of
AS links is 3, thus Tpath = 33%. There are also 4 AS in the network as shown
in Fig. 3, but traceability is different in the case of Fig. 2; Tpacket = 75% and
Tpath = 40% in the case of deployment IP-TBS in AS 1.
3.2

Network Topology

We employ the emulated network topologies for several regions. Basically,
every traceback method can be used to construct attack paths. Hence, with
the use of such traceback methods, communication privacy may be affected.
Because of the large number of legal interpretations of privacy, deployment across
border society governed by law may not be easy. As the first step in deployment
simulation, we selected the emulated topologies of China, Japan, and South
Korea.
We have developed several techniques, including Internet emulation [7], to
construct the emulated topologies. Basically, Internet emulation involves outfit-
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Table 1. The numbers of Deployment Target and Traceback Target
Japan
Deployment Target 500
(Number of ASes)
Traceback Target
768
(Number of ASes)
Traceback Target
1589
(Number of AS links)

China South Korea
196
640
308

755

529

1375

ting an Inter-AS topology to a network emulation testbed for carrying out a
realistic performance test; however the Region Based Filtering(RBF) algorithm
for Internet emulation is more useful for our simulation.
RBF algorithms can be summarized in Algorithm 1. The AS number(ASN)
allocation is managed by IANA and each regional Network Information Centers
(NICs), such as ARIN in continent level, and JPNIC in country level. According
to ASN registration information on a NIC, RBF selects ASes from AS Relationship Dataset(ASRD), which is distributed by CAIDA project [26], only if an AS
is registered its ASN in the NIC. Because of locality on each region, RBF can
pick up both core ASes and leaf ASes.
In our simulation, we employ the snapshot version of ASRD published on
November 22, 2008. The dataset can be summarized as shown in Table 1. Because
there are loose ASes located outer region, the number of deployment target AS
and traceback target AS are different. Notice that CAIDA extensively surveys
AS relationships; however, some types of BGP peering styles such as private
peering hinder the creation of a perfect ASRD.
3.3

Simulation Scenario

We consider 4 types of deployment scenario as follows.
– S1: Deployment in order of core ASes
In the ideal scenario, IP-TBSs are deployed into the core ASes. Since the
core ASes are interconnected to many BGP neighbors, the traceback system
can handle many ASes and AS links. Hence, traceability is expected to be
high even if the number of deployed traceback system is low.
Although various criteria need to be satisfied for for identifying the network
core [9, 29], we used the number of BGP peers as a metric. In this scenario,
the traceback system is deployed to ASes in the decreasing order of the
number of established BGP peers.
– S2: Deployment in order of leaf ASes
In this scenario, IP-TBSs are deployed to ASes in the increasing order of the
number of established BGP peers. Since the IP-TBSs will trace fewer ASes
and AS links in this case, traceability will be low. However, an attacker nodes
often exist in the leaf ASes. The major ISPs (core ASes) are prone to DoS
attacks. Hence, it is reasonable to assume that these types of AS installed
defense schemes against DoS Attacks, such as Ingress Filtering [30].
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– S3: Deployment in middle-class ASes
We assumed that the traceability observed with deployment into the core AS
to be comparable to that reported by Hazeyama [9]. However, deployment
in the core AS might be difficult due to the number of AS border routers.
Unless hash-based IP-TBSs are used to network traffic among the AS border
routers, the cost involved for deployment into core ASes would be high.
In this scenario, IP-TBSs are deployed to ASes in the decreasing order of
the number of established BGP peers, except for core ASes. We assumed
that the number of core AS will be estimated by the power-law, referring to
the Barabasi-Albert Model [23]. For example, the number of ASes in Japan
was 500 according to CAIDA ASRD published
on November 22, 2008. The
√
number of core AS is roughly 22 (; 500), and hence, we measure the
traceability by deploying IP-TBSs to the remaining ASes.
– S4: Deployment in a random manner
Similarly to the simulation performed by Gong et al. [5], IP-TBSs are deployed in a random manner in this scenario. To eliminate bias, we repeated
trial experiments 10 times and calculated the average of the traceability
values obtained for 1 AS, 2 ASes ... 50 ASes.

3.4

Simulation Result

First, we calculated the packet traceability for the Japanese network topology
and summarized in Fig. 4(a), where x axis denoted the number of ASes which
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deployed IP-TBS, y axis denoted the packet traceability(Tpacket ). If IP-TBS were
deployed in 15 AS, the highest Tpacket was observed in the case of S1(86.3%),
followed by S3(18.5%), S4(15.4%), and S2(3.4%). We also calculated path traceability as shown in Fig. 4(b), where x axis denoted the number of ASes which
deployed IP-TBS, y axis denoted the packet traceability(Tpath ). Given the number of deployed ASes(N ) = 15, the highest Tpath was 69.0% in the case of S1,
followed by S3(11.6%), S4 (3.6%), and S2(0.9%).
We then measured the traceability in the case of the Chinese network topology and the results were shown in Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b). Given N = 15,
we observed that the highest Tpacket was in the case of S1(74.8%), followed by
S3(27.3%), S4(21.7%), and S2(8.1%). The highest Tpath was 74.9% in the case
of S1, followed by S3 (22.9%), S4(13.0%), and S2(2.8%).
Finally, we simulated the case of the South Korean network topology and the
results were shown in Fig .6(a) and Fig. 6(b). The results indicated that S1 could
performed better than others. Given N = 15, the highest Tpacket was 92.6% in
the case of S1, followed by S4(8.8%), S3(4.5%), and S2(3.1%). The highest Tpath
was 93.4% in the case of S1, followed by S3(5.0%), S4(2.7%), and S2(1.1%).
In all cases, the highest Tpacket and the highest Tpath were observed in the
case of S1. Notably, in the South Korean network topology, traceability in the
case of S1 outperformed that in the other cases. We assumed that many ASes
in the South Korea network topology were interconnected to a few core ASes.
However, the efficiency of deployment in the core AS was not significantly
high in the Chinese network topology. The pair of traceability (Tpacket , Tpath )
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was (27.3%, 22.9%) in the case of S3, higher than that in the other network
topologies. We considered there are 2 reason. The one is the number of deployment target. As shown in Table 1, the number of deployment target was 196 in
China. The other one is the geographical restrictions in China; we considered
that the core ASes were distributed due to the large space of China. We, therefore, assumed middle-class and/or leaf ASes have established BGP peers each
other.
We found that the South Korean network topology was of the “concentrated”
type while the Chinese network topology was of the “distributed” type. The
characteristics of the Japanese network topology were found to be intermediate
between South Korean and Chinese network topologies. However the path traceability in the Japanese network topology was not very high. As shown in Table. 1,
the number of AS links in the Japanese network topology(1589) was higher than
that in the South Korean network topology(1378); however, the number of deployment target in the Japanese network topology(500) was lower than in the
South Korean network topology(640). We assumed that middle-class and/or leaf
ASes have established BGP peers with both core ASes and other ASes.

4

Discussion

Currently, our research group is conducting field tests on IP-TBSs with 15 commercial ISPs in Japan. Deployment into core ASes, though the ideal scenario,
would be difficult to create, as mentioned in Section 3.3. For practical purpose,
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several core ASes and the remaining middle-class ASes are selected as deployment targets.
In order to verify whether the aforementioned practical scenario will be useful
in the case of China and/or South Korea, we selected the deployment targets in
the following manner. First, we selected n core ASes with S1. Then, we chose
(15 − n) middle-class ASes with S3. Finally, we calculated the traceability by
using given set of ASes. We repeated the trial experiments by incrementing n
and summarized the results in Figure 7(a) and 7(b), in respectively.
If the packet traceability is increased beyond 75%, the number of core ASes
should be 3 in the South Korean network topology, 5 in the Japanese network
topology, and 14 in the Chinese network topology. To achieve path traceability
was higher than 75%, there might be 5 core ASes in the South Korean network
topology; in the both cases of the Japanese and Chinese network topology, the
path traceability could not higher than 75% when the number of deployment
target was 15 ASes. Given path traceability = 60%, the number of core ASes
should be 3 in the South Korean network topology, 6 in the Japanese network
topology, and 13 in the Chinese network topology.
Moreover, our results indicated that the deployment scenario should be considered along with each region. The consideration is important for obtaining
desired the traceability, but investigation of this aspect is beyond the scope of
this paper.
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5

Conclusion

In this paper, we simulated the traceability by using our strategy for deployment
of IP traceback system(IP-TBS) into AS. We considered InterTrack and its algorithm for our study, and used two types of traceabilities - packet traceability
and path traceability - as performance metrics in our simulation.
Generally, traceability was affected by the types of network topology and
the deployment scenario. We constructed 3 types of network topologies. For
practical simulations, we used emulated Chinese, Japanese and South Korean
network topologies. We also introduced 4 types of deployment scenario, namely,
deployment in core ASes, deployment in leaf ASes, deployment in middle-class
ASes, and deployment in a random manner.
Our simulation results showed that the traceability obtained for deployment
into core ASes outperformed that obtained for the other scenarios, regardless of
the type of our network topology used. When the number of ASes that deployed
IP-TBS was 15, the pair of packet traceability and path traceability was (86.3%,
69.0%) in the case of Japan, (74.8%, 74.9%) in the case of China, and (92.6%,
93.4%) in the case of South Korea. Deployment for middle-classes was the second
highest in almost of all cases, however, the pair of traceability was (18.5%, 11.6%)
in the case of Japan, (27.3%, 22.9%) in the case of China, and (4.5%, 5.0%) in
the case of South Korea.
The results also revealed the characteristics of 3 network topologies. In the
Chinese network topology, middle-class ASes and/or leaf ASes were interconnected. Conversely, tin the South Korean network topology, many ASes established BGP peers with a few core ASes. By comparing these two regions,
Japanese network topology was intermediate between South Korea and China.
From these findings, we verified if the deployment scenario used in our field
test in the fiscal year 2009 could be used in other regions. Deployment into
core AS, though an ideal scenario, would be difficult to create. In the practical
scenario, several core ASes and the remaining middle-class ASes were selected
as deployment targets. If the packet traceability is increased beyond 75%, the
number of core ASes should be 3 in the South Korean network topology, 5 in
the Japanese network topology, and 14 in the Chinese network topology. It also
required 3 ASes in the South Korean network topology, 6 ASes in the Japanese
network topology, 13 ASes in the Chinese network topology for achieving 60%
of path traceability. The results indicated that deployment scenario should be
considered along with each region.
In our future study, we plan to estimate the traceability when IP-TBSs deployed in China, Japan, and South Korea are interconnected. Although there are
several legal interpretations of privacy in communication, the IP-TBSs should
be capable of exchanging traceback queries; this is because DoS attacks often
originate regardless of the regions. We will also perform simulation studies using
emulated network topologies derived from other network regions.
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